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• For a complete list of repositories
  - ROAR.eprints.org
Example Repositories

- EPrints can be used for open access, open data, e-learning, scholarly collections, multimedia…

- The following pages highlight some interesting examples of various repository genres
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http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/

An institutional repository for the London School of Economics.

Actually one of 12 repositories run on one server by London LEAP consortium.
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http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/

A repository for a school of Electronics and Computer Science.

Independent of the main University IR.

It achieves 80-100% full text self-deposit
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http://pubs.or08.ecs.soton.ac.uk/

A repository for an international conference.

It records the papers and presentations of the main sessions and each workshop.
http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/

A repository run by a funding council (NERC) in the UK.

It records the outputs of five research institutions and is being extended to handle the outputs of funded but independent researchers.
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http://archive.serpentproject.com/

A repository of ROV data, images and slides.

Scientific, not bibliographic, metadata.
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http://ecrystals.chem.soton.ac.uk/

A repository of chemical data. Scientific, not bibliographic, metadata.

Run by the UK Crystallographic Service.
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The Linnean Collections

http://www.linnean-online.org/

A repository for an historic collection of digitised scientific artefacts.

Run for a society.
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http://kultur-demo2.eprints.org/

A repository for an artistic artefacts and exhibitions. Not all research is scientific.

HINT: type “1-” in the quick search box for a good listing
EPrints Repositories For Browsing

- eprints.lse.ac.uk (institutional R)
- eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk (departmental R)
- pubs.or08.ecs.soton.ac.uk (conference R)
- archive.serpentproject.com (project R)
- nora.nerc.ac.uk (funders R)
- ecrystals.chem.soton.ac.uk (data R)
- www.linnean-online.org (collection R)
- kultur-demo2.eprints.org (art R)
- demoprints.eprints.org (demo)